
Robinhood Self-Custody Wallet Crypto Rewards
Terms and Conditions

These Robinhood Self-Custody Wallet Crypto Rewards Terms and Conditions (“Terms”) apply to
your access to and participation in a Robinhood Non-Custodial, Ltd. crypto rewards promotion
(a “Reward Promotion”) operated by Robinhood Non-Custodial, Ltd. (collectively, “RNCW”, “our,
“we”, “us” or “we”). These Terms complement and incorporate by reference the Robinhood
Self-Custody Wallet Licensing and User Agreement (the “License Agreement”). In the event of
any conflict between the License Agreement and these Terms, the License Agreement will
control. RNCW crypto rewards (“Rewards”) are available to eligible users who participate in a
Rewards Promotion, subject to regulatory approval in certain jurisdictions.

Eligibility. You must be 18 years or older and not barred from participating in a Rewards
Promotion under applicable law to participate in a Rewards Promotion. Without limiting the
foregoing, you may not participate in a Rewards Promotion if (1) you are in, under the control of,
or a national or resident of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, or Syria or any other country subject to
United States embargo, UN Security Council Resolutions (“UNSCR”), or if you are on the U.S.
Treasury Department’s Specially Designated Nationals List or the U.S. Commerce Department’s
Denied Persons List, Unverified List, or Entity List, (2) entity or an individual named on, or
located in a country or territory named on, an Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”)
restricted party list as provided at http://www.treas.gov/ofac, or any person or entity prohibited
under the OFAC sanctions programs, regardless of whether or not they appear on the OFAC
Specially Designated and Blocked Persons List, or (3) a senior foreign political figure, or any
immediate family member or close associate of a senior foreign political figure. Further,
participation in a Rewards Promotion, including receiving a Reward, is contingent upon fulfilling
other eligibility requirements set forth in the applicable Reward Promotion offer but may be void
where prohibited or if RNCW determines that the user is not eligible for the offer. RNCW
reserves the right to change the terms, eligibility criteria, and payouts for all offers at any time,
for any reason.

Offer. Rewards will be awarded to eligible users as described in the applicable Reward
Promotion offer and will be subject to any additional terms set forth therein. The terms of a
Reward Promotion, including the Reward type and quantity, will be determined by RNCW in its
sole discretion and it reserves the right to change or restrict the offer terms, or terminate the
offer, at any time without notice.

Limitations. Rewards are only available for personal use, and may not be used for commercial
purposes. RNCW reserves the right to discontinue a Reward Promotion, eligibility for a Reward
Promotion or receiving a Reward pursuant to a Reward Promotion, or to cancel or rescind any
Reward relating to a Reward Promotion in the event that RNCW determines in its sole discretion
that there may have been fraudulent activity or a violation of these Terms in connection with a
user’s participation in the program. Any Reward offer is valid alongside, though separate from,
any promotions offered by RNCW or affiliates of RNCW. Other restrictions may apply.
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Disclosures. This is not an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell a financial instrument,
including but not limited to a security, futures contract, commodity, option, swap, digital asset, or
other cash or spot instrument available either over-the-counter or by any other means of
execution.

Your Rewards may increase or decrease in value after it's transferred into your Robinhood
self-custody wallet as a result of market developments, legal and regulatory developments, or
other factors affecting the cryptocurrency industry.

Self-custody cryptocurrency wallet and related services are offered by RNCW, a limited
company organized in the Cayman Islands, and other third-party providers. Cryptocurrency held
through the Robinhood Self-Custody Wallet is not FDIC insured or SIPC protected.

RNCW and/or its affiliates (together, “Robinhood”) do not provide accounting, tax or legal
advice. Individuals should consult their own independent advisors prior to engaging in any
business arrangement or transaction utilizing the Robinhood software.

Availability is limited to certain jurisdictions only and subject to change. Usage is not allowed
where prohibited by law.

This is not an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction where we are not authorized to do business.
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